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ABSTRACT
Observations with the imaging X-ray detectors on tk.eEinstein Observatory have led to a lar2e
increase in the number of low luminosity X-ray sourcee known to be associated with c~taclysmic
variable scars(CVs). The high sensitivity of the Einstein instrumentation has permitted study
of their short tf.mescalevariability and spectra. The data are adding significantly to our
knowledge of the accretion procesfl in cataclysmic variables and forcing some revision in our
Ideas concerning the origin of the optical variability in these stars.
INTRODUCTION
Befofe the launch of t;~eEinstein Observatory” X-my emi8810n had been detected from only a
small fraction of the total number of known cataclyemlc btnnriefi. Very SLrong ultra-soft
X-rays (kT-20-40 eV) had been observed from come of the magnetic (AM Her) variables and also
from two dwarf novae, SS Cyg and U Gem, during their outburst state [1,2,3,4,5,6]. In
addition a very 130ft traneient eourcc observed with }iEAO-1 [7] may be the cataclysmic
variable, AC Cnc [8]. A wenker hard X-ray emiseion component (kT-1(1 kev) had aloo been
detected from many of theee same mtnrn [9,1OJ nnd from a handful. of othern (e.g. EY.Hya




demonstrated that weak hard X-ray emission is in fact a common property of these stars
.:12,13,14,15]. About 70% of the more than 50 cataclysmic variables surveyed with Einstein
have been detected in the 0.1-4.5 ke’Vband at a sensitivity level of 1029(d/100pc)2 crg S-l,
including stars from each of the main CV sub-types. With the exception of the magnetic
variables, howel?er, no further examples of ultra-soft X-ray emission have been found.
THE SPECTRUM
The opectra of the X-ray brightest CVS (i.e. fxwlO-10 erg cm-2 s-l) have been measured with
the Einstein Objective Grating Spectrometer (OGS) and the Solid State Spectrometer (SSS). The
OGS data on AM Her reveals that the ultra-soft X-ray component is continuous with no line
emission [16], and is therefore consistent with a blacktiody model as predicted by theoretical
studies of accreting magnetic stars [17,18]. The hard X-ray spectrum of SS Cyg has been
measured at various stages in its outburst cycle [19]. Two spectral components are required
to fit the data. The cooler can be represented by a thermal bremsstrahlung model with a
temperature of ●(’).6keV and does not change in temperature or strength during the opt”:al
outburst. During quiescence this component coutal.nsapproximately 1/6 the X-ray luminosity
above 0.4 keV. The second, hotter emission spectrum has a characteristic temperature of
-8 keV durjng optical quiescence, and -5 keV during the outburst. An X-ray flare has been
observed at the be~inning and the end of the outburst in whch the spectral temperature rises
to w20 keV. A two component hard X-ray spectrum has also been found in RX Hyti during
quiescence (temperaturc~ of 0.6 keV and -5 keV; [19]).
Mo~t CVE are not brtght unough at X-ray wavelen~~ths to detect with the SSS; instend the only
existing spectral datn on these ~tars come6 from Einstein IPC. In come cases the l?i.n~tetnMPC
data Is also of une. We have fit the IPC data (and MPg ~,atnwhen possible) of a n~lmherof CVS
with a sinfiletemperature model to derive spectral parameters. These are ll,sted in Table 1.
We deduce from thene fits that the dominnnt component observed in most.CV~ iH relntlvely hard
compared to the ultranoft emla~ton seen l.nthe At+f}{er stnrs nnd U Grn and SS Cyg durinR
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outburst. The brightest stars In our sample, SIJUMa and TT Ari, whose spectral parameters are
the most tightly constrained, have beat fit temperatures of about 10 keV.
TABLE 1 Spectral Parameters fot CVS—— -
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kT in not constrained.
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X-RAY AND OPTSCAL FLUX
Two extre,i ~ccretion geometries have been considered far produci.n~~ both hard and soft
X-radiation .~om deep in the potential well of the degenerate dwarf star in cataclysmic
binaries. In st.<rswhere the accretion disk around the degenerate dwarf penetrates all the
why to the l~tellarsurface, X-radiat~on may be produced in a boundary layer between the disk
and the star. Here the rapidly orbiting material of the Inner disk is forced to dissipate itR
excess Keplerian energy in shocks [20] or by viscous heating [21] An order to match the
rotation rate of the degenerate dwarf. Alternately, in systems In which the degenerate dwarf
possnsses a magnetic field that is stzmg enough to disrupt the disk (thought to be the
situation in the AM Her stars), accreting material 1s channeled by the field lines and falls
pseudo-radially onto the magnetic polar regions of the star. A strong stand-off shock formed
above the pole heats the accretion flow to X-ray temperatures [17,181.
Both models predict a transition from hard X-ray to l~wer frequency radiation as the accretion
rate Increasea. In the case of accretion in the presence of a magnetic field, relatively low
frequency cyclotron rad<ation is expected r.o become increasingly ~mportant ae a cooling
mechanism when the density (accretion r.lte)increases; thi8 occurs at the expense of hard
bremsstrahlunR photons [17,18]. In the case of boundary layer accretion, hard X-raya will be
formed if the adiabattc expansion timescale of the gas heated in the boundary region is
mhorter than the time it takes it to COU1 by free-free emiBeion. Ihe hot gas can then form a
hard X-ray emitting “corona” around the Ccnlpact star 120,21], At higher accreticn rates
free-free eonling becomes more efficient go that the gan cooln before it cnn expand out of!thr
disk. The boundary layer radiation is then abaorbed and thermalised illthe disk, yielding a
much oofter X-ray emission epectrum [22].
The Einetein data provide some eupport for an effect of this kind in that, among the disk
accreting stars, the proportion of the total flux emitted ae hard X-rays 18 found to $e
higheet for objects with the lowest accretion rates. 1:~Figure 1 we show the ratio of X-ray
*n v hnnt+ FIIIICan n numbmr dfntrfbution for three categories of cataclysmic variable ~baerved
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recurrent novae and nova-like objects. There is a distinct separation
novae in quiescence, where the accrecion rate is low, and the dwarf novae in
the accretion rate is high, with typical ratios of Fx/Fv being 1 and 0.06
respectively in the two cases.
novae and nova-like objects
The distribution of Fx/Fv for the classical novae, recurrent
shows a comparatively large spread, reflecting the greater
inhomogeneit$ of this grouping. Howevar, most, have Fx/Fv c 0.1, consistent with the
expectation that these stars in general have relatively high accretion rates compared to dwarf
novae in quiescence. The magnetic variables have not been ;ncluded In Figure 1 because many
Gf these stars have significant soft X-ray components which complicates the conversion from
detected counts to Fx in the relatively poor spectral resolution data obtained with the IPC
detector on Einstein. However, the best estimates suggest that the Fx/Fv ratio for these
stars is generally at the high end of the
t~ be expected since these stars probably
distribution for dwarf novae in quiescence.
do not possess a substantial optical and UV




time have been identified through X-ray survey:; -- four of them, EO139-681, E1013-477,
E1114+-182 and E1405-451, recently di~covered using Einstein [23,24,25].
The distances to individual cataclysmic variables are on the whole poorly determined, which
means that there i3 a corresponding uncertainty In their absolute lumln?sitiea. The mean
distance of the most prominent dwarf novae is thought to be about 100 PC based on space
rlenr3ity arguement.~ [?6]. Adc}pt~lig t,~~~ distance$ the mean 0.1-4.0 keV X-ray lumino:)ity of
these sta~q IS found to be 2 x 1031 erg s-1 (hard component only) in optical quiescence and 2
x 103{)in optical outhtrst.
The subclass of cataclysmic variable whose distances are the most accurately determined are
:he clasnical nova?. The mean 0.1.4.0 keV luminoalty of 13 cla6alcal novae whose X-ray fluxes
have been measured using Einstein, and whoee diotances have been determined with reasonable
nccurncy, lo between 5.5 x 1031 and 6.7 x 1031 erg e‘1, depending on whether the five stars in
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Fig. 1 Ratio of 0.1-4.0 keV flux to V band optical flux for vario~ls
categories of cataclysmic variable plotted as a number distribution.
Each square represents a star. The diagonal dashed lines represent X-ray
upper limits.
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This mean nova X-ray luminosity conflicts with the published value for the space density of
these stars (10-4pc-3; [27]). Becker ([14]; see also [28]) calculates that the IPC should
detect -5 classical novae within 1 k.pcin each 2000 s observation according to the above
parameters, whereas the observed rate of accidental detection is less than 0.01. In contrast,
the rate of accidental detection of dwarf novae is consistent with the space denstty given by
Warner [26] of 5x 10-7pc-3 [14,29]. There are a number of possible ways to resolve the nova
discrepancy which bear further investigation: 1. There may be unrecognised selection ecfects
that have biased the selection of nova targets for Einstein so that there is e?
unrepresentative mix of X-ray bright and X-ray faint classical nova in the sample. The mean
-ray luminosity of these stars could thus be lower than stated above. 2. The space densit>’
~f novae may be overestimated. 3. There may be a transient increase in the X-ray emission
from novae in the hundred or so years following the outburst. One possible source of such
transient emission is the high velocity nova ejects. However, Einstein HRI observations of
the X-ray bright nova CK Per made by the authors failed to reveal any extended X-ray emission
from the -1 arc minute optical remnant of this star, making this explanation less tenable.
Becker and Marshall [13] have suggested that there is a relationship between the X-ray flux of
classical novae at the present epoch and the rate of decline of the nova outburst in the
~Ptlcal band (speed class)~ Figtire 2 is an updated version of the plot given by Becker and
Marshall showing the X-ray luminosity of classical novae as a function of the rate of decline
from the outburst. Figure 2 contains three stars in addition to those considered by Bec~er
and Marshall, and revired aata for a number of oth,~r stars based on information given by
WebbInk and Gallagher [36]. Complete references are given in Cordova and Mason [15].
Figure 2 illustrate that the brightest classical novae at X-ray wavelengths are indeed those
With the fa~cest optical d~clines. However, Gt Lac and partl.cularly %1500 Cyg, both fast
novae, do not appear to fit a simple linear relatlo!:shlp, while there ie a large scatter aleo
in the X-ray luminosity of the E1OW novee. The orbital Incliqatlon o? the ayetem may
determine to nome extent how much X-ray flux 10 observed because of obscuration by tha disk.
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Fig 2 X-ray luminosity Vs rate of decline of nova
outburst for classical novae.
70°
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high inclination systems, while the X-ray bright fast nova V603 Aql is probably a IOW
inclination system. Clearly, further wo~’: is required to establish the reality of the
suggested correlation between Lx and speed class.
OTHER SOURCES OF X-RAY EMISSION
There are a number of other ways in which X-ray emission -lightbe produced by a cataclysmic
variable. One, the nova remnant, has already been mentioned, but there are as yet no
confirmed detections of exte Jed X-ray emission around cataclysmic binaries. An earlier
report of such a remnant around tne dwarf nova Ml UMa [31] is not confirmed in deeper IPC
exposures of the star. The earlier detection may have been due to an unexplained instrumental
effect or possibly the reflection off interstellar dust of very soft X-rays (similar to those
observed from U Gem and SS Cyg) emitted during an outburst that preceeded the 11’C observation
[32].
Another possible source of X-ray emission is the corona of the companion (mass donating) star.
The coronal X-ray emission of dvarf stars in non-interacting binary systems is found to scale
inversely with their rotation period [33]. The relation!nip found for stars with rotat.lon
periods in the range 12 hours to tens of days, when extende,! to the shorter rotation periods
expected for the companion stars in cataclysmic binaries (which are assumed to be phase locked
to the binary period) suggests that coronal X-ray emission may be a significant contributor to
the quiescent X-ray f’ux of a number of the lowest luminosity CVS. However the case is far
from proven since there is no guarantee that stars in Interacting binaries behave in the same
way aa those in non-interacting systems. Perhaps the best way to test whethtrnrthe companion
is a significant emitter is to obsc!rve systems in which the white dwarf is eclipsed by that
star and to search for residual X-r8y flux during the minimum.
One further possibility is that hard X-rays are produced in hot gao above and below the
accretion disk. The detailed physics of how such a “corona” might be produced around the gaa
pressure dominated disk of a cataclysmic variable has not been worked out, but it Is possible
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that vertical energy transport by acoustic or magneto-hydrodynamic waves could be efficient
enough to excite such a corona [34,35,3(_I].There is evidence from the detectton of P Cygni
lines in the UV spectrum of some CVS [37,38] that vertical energy transport does occur in
these stars, although It is not clear that this is necessarily reidted to the hard X-ray flux.
We shall return to this question later in our discussion of the Einstein data on the novalike
variable TT Ari.
TIME VARIABILITY
~ Gem ultra-soft X-rays. Observations made with the HEAO-1 satellite revealed quasi-periodic—..
oscillations in the soft X-ray flux of the dwarf novae SS Cyg and U Gem dllring optical
outburst [39,40] with chai-acteristi~ oscillation periods of W9 seconds and -25 seconds
respectively. U Gem has twice been observed in outburst with Einstein, on April 2nd” 1979
with the HRI detector, and on October 12th” 1980 with the IPC detector [41]. On neither
occasion was there clear evidence for a qu-si-periodicity, although the X-ray flux was found
to be variable on a timescale of 20 seconds, Figure 3a shows part of the HRI observation, of U
Gem plotted in 2 second integrati.on~ illustrating a -15 second burst of radiation in which the
count rate Increased by as much
observation of the star plotted in 10
timescale is evident, particularly
also variability by a factor of three
as a factor of three. Figure 3b is part of the IPC
second intervals. Agafn, variability on a -20 second
towards the end of the interval shown. There is clearly
on a timescale of about 1000 seconds, consistent With
the factor of 10 or more variability observed earlier in scanning data obtained with HE/10-l
[6]. This long term variability was not detected in the HI?AO-1 pointed observations.
& KJ@. This cataclysmic variable is unique in many respects. Optical spectroscope.c and
photometric observations of the star show that it is an eclipsing system with an orbital
period of 98.26 minutes. Vogt, Krzeminski and Sterken [421 have recently identified an
additional 67 minute photometric modulation in the optical band that has been stable for about
14 years. Kruszewski et al. [43] have observed EXHya, o~m of the brightest CVS at X-ray











Fig. 3a Data from part of an I-IRI l~bs-rvti:,~)o-c
‘d” 1979. The integrationU Geminorum made on ADril 2
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Fig.3b Data from part of an IPC observation of U Geminorum
made on October 12th” IWO. The integration time 1s 10 seconds.
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klso modulated with the 67 minute period in the lowest ene~.:gychannels of the IPC detector.
rhe spectral data on the st~r are interpreted in terms of two components with temperatures of
CT > 3 keV and kT C 1.8 keV respectively. Only the lower temperature component is modulated.
rhe exact nature of the 67 minute period in EX Hya is debated. One suggestion is that the
modulation is the rotation period of a magnetized wb.lte dwarf, and that this system is
intermediate between the phase-locked AM Her stars and the rapidly rotating systems such as D(J
Her [43,44]. An alternate suggestion i~ that variable mass transfer modulates the emission of
m bri~ht spot [42,45,44]. The observation that the X-ray flux Is modulated with the same
period as the optical light however, eliminates a model [44] in which the white dwarf rotates
with a 40 minute period and the 67 minute optical modulation is caused by reprocessing of the
beamed X-ray fltlxin material that is orbiting the white dwarf with the binary period.
Other Svstems: Eclf..ses, Pulsation and Fllckerin&. One o?——.- —.—.. —. ----- —- . — ——--- the potentially mo~t powerful
diagnostics the so~lrce of the X-ray emission in cataclysmic variable syst?ms is data on
eclipsing #yatems. An example is HT Cas which hag an orbital period of 1.77 hcurs and an
inclination of -78°. ‘Chis system has one of the highest ratios of Fx/Fv (-5) among the
quiescent dwarf novae. We have observed HT Cas for about 2000 seconds with the lPC RR part of
an X-ray survey of CVS [46]. Part of the observation coincidentally included a time when tlq
white dwmrf was expected to undergo an eclipse by the companion star (the optic~l eclipse
lastn about 5-fJminutes). During this time the X-ray flux dropFed to a level consistent with
detector background. The observation ended, however, before the expected time of eclipse
egre~s. This tesult indicnten that a substantial fraction of the X-ray flux emitted hy IITCAS
cornea from the vicinity of the white dwarf.
Many of the CVIJ observed with Einstein exhibit variability in their X-ray flux on a ttmencale
of a few hundred meconda [14,46]. ‘Chosewhich have been observed for extended periods (e.g.
SU LMa and GK Per; [46]) and those observed more than once (e.R. MV Lyr; [14]) are also fouitd
to be varinble on longer timescalen. For inntnnce both S[!UMA nnd (;KPer vary by a factor oi
two on timeacalee of -1000 seconds.
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Patterson [47] has rtoorted the detection of X-ray pulsations in AE Aqr with the same period
(33 seconds) as those seen in the optical band during a shoxt IPC observation. A 2000 second
observation of the dwarf nova YZ Cnc (probably in optical quiescence) obtained by the authors
[46] also shows strong pulsations with a period of about 227 seconds. It would clearly be of
interest to discover whether these Pulsations are persistent.
!I’TArt. The tlmescale for X-ray variability in the cataclysmic variables observed with.—
Einstein is In many cases similar to that found !.n the optical. This suggests that
t3imultaneous optical and X-ray measurements could be fruitful (although logistically
difficult!). One such simultaneoals observation was performed on the novalike variable TT Ari
with interesting results. The star was observed with Einstein for four orbits on each of two
guccess!ve days while simultaneous optical photometry was obtained from two ground based
~bservatories, Louisiana State University ant }lt. Wilson. The principle results of the
~bservatfon [48] can be summarised as follows:
1. The X-ray flux is modulated with an amplitude of about 507:at a period that is consistent
#ith the probable orbital period of the system (3.3 hours). No corresponding moclulfit{on of
the spectrum is apparent. A similar modulation is found in the optical dnta, but the phase of
the latter appears to lag behind the X-my modulation by w1O% of the cycle.
2. There is etrbng flickering on a timescale of about lfNNl seconds in hotl~ the X-ray and
)pttcal tmnde. The X-ray am’ opticnl flickering is highly correlated, but there 1s n time
lelay of about 60 seconds between the two bnnds lluchthnt the opticpl variability ~eceeds the------
(-ray variability. The fraction of the totnl light that is variable in ntgnfftenntly higher
in the X-ray band thnn it im in the opticnl bnnd.
]. Trnnalent optlcfil perlodlcittmn fit-12 aecond8 And -?2 oecondn were detected dui~ng me
1000 oecond mmrtton of the opticnl data. The three highc!nt penkn in the power spectrum of tho
Iimultnneoun X-my datn occur nt periodn of 9 secondn, 12 necondn and ‘1? aecond~. The
)robakiltty tlllltthe 12 second and the 32 eecond peakn, correnpondtn~ to the optical
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oaicillations, are due to chance is 1.9 x 10-4 and 1.4 x 10-4 respectively. The pulsed
fractions of the x-ray oscillations are -15-25%, while the optical pulsed fractions are
-1.5-2%-
These data provide a wealth of clues as to the nature of TT ~rl. Perhaps the most puzzling
aspect of the data is the time delay between the ovtical and X-ray flickering. The
possibility that this is due to an error in the calibration of the Einstein clock Is remote
[49] Iinereas the optical observations were made from two independent observatories whose data
overlap and are consistent with one another. The 60 second delay appears to be too long for a
reprocessing timescale. It may instead reflect the timekcale for mechanical energy transfer
within the system. One possibility dincussed by Jensen et al. [48] is that TT Ari is related
to the polar systems. In this model there is a partial disk around the white dwarf which Is
dirupted by the magnetic field of that star. The 60 second delay would be identified with the
free-fall timescale from the point where tl,e disk is disrupted (the site of the optical
flickering caused by clumsiness in the accretion flow) to the surface of the white dwarf where
the X-raytI are formed. A eecond poselbil;.ty is that the X-ray flux in generated In a low
density coronal region above and below the dimk. Oscillations in the disk might then drivm
pulses of energy away from the disk plane. These waves propoga’.e into a less dense medium and
are amplified, dissipating their energy in coronal shocks. The 60 second time delay is
consistent ~ith the acoustic travel time from the diok to the corona.
In any cnse, the olmervatlons of TT Ari demonstrate that the opticnl and X-ray flickering ?.n
thio otar are closely related. The uhiquttoue flickering in CVs has trndftlonally been
aanociated with the masa transfer bright opot on the outer p~rt of the disk, althcugh the
evtdence for thin 10 derived from obnervatione of only a few atnre (e.g. U Gem). Hownver,
the bright spot in an unltkely oite for th,’production of suhgtantial hard X-ray emisnion.
The obnervntion that the hard X-rayo in many eyntema n o flicketr, and the high degrao of
corralntion between the X-ray and optical flicl Iing in ‘IT Ari, rmtm?N the posaibtlity that
the oource of thin variability in many CVS is to be found elaewhsre in the ayatem,
-12-
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